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Green Jobs in Türkiye: Milestones

• Türkiye’s ratification of the Paris Agreement in 2021
• The Green Deal Action Plan 2021
• The First Climate Council Experience of Türkiye

«Going green could create 300,000 new jobs for the Turkish economy by 2030»
ILO Office for Türkiye

- **ILO-UNDP Joint Initiative:** « Social and Employment Impacts of Climate Change and Green Economy Policies in Türkiye »

- «Garbaging Towards a Just Transition: Work, Labour, and Value in the Informal Recycling Chain»
Supporting Resilience and Social Cohesion with Decent Livelihood Opportunities Project

Meryem Women Cooperative

- 350 beneficiaries
- Agreement between the Meryem Women's Cooperative and Migros &Groseri (major chain supermarket with branches in every province of Turkey)
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